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WOW it’s July already, this year is certainly whizzing by……….
What’s been happening?
Mother’s Day Morning Tea - On a recent Friday we welcomed Mothers, Aunties,
Grandmothers and Special People for our Mother’s Day morning tea. Our tamariki in the
Nursery showed manākitanga to our visitors by sharing baking that they had made during the
week; cheese muffins and blueberry and banana cake. At the Preschool we roasted
vegetables to make delicious and healthy DIY kebabs.

Ramadan
A new celebration for Portobelo Kaiapoi this year was held for Ramadan, with food
generously made by Rahaf and Ruby’s family. Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islamic
calendar (which is based on the moon). It is observed by Muslims worldwide as a month of
fasting. It is also a time of showing gratitude, doing good deeds and giving to charity. In the
spirit of giving and community we used this opportunity to visit Annalise Rest Home. The
children helped to make stars, moons and lanterns to decorate both centres. Other
experiences for the children included listening and dancing to Arabic music, and some
children from the Nursery came over to the Preschool for a disco. We read stories on
Ramadan and discussed ways that we can be kind and giving to others.

Matariki celebrations – June has been a busy month learning about and celebrating the
Māori new year and Matariki. Through sharing new stories, creating stars and making kites we
learnt how there are 9 stars to look out for that tell us when to finish the harvest and spend
time with whānau and friends. We also took the opportunity to help develop our tangata
whenuatanga or learning about our place in our community. We did this by gathering
vegetables from whānau contribution and making a trip to the supermarket for ingredients to
make Māori bread and two pots of delicious soup with our Preschool tamariki, as well as
yummy muffins with our Nursery tamariki. Everyone worked so hard peeling, cutting and
mashing to bake and cook for others, showing a great sense of manākitanga as we all
prepared to welcome our whānau and guests.
Our whānau celebration night was a huge success with so many families coming together to
strengthen relationships and our value of whanaungatanga. The following whakatauki
captures the essence of this really well.
He aha te mea nui o te ao
What is the most important thing in the world?
He tangata, he tangata, he tangata
It is the people, it is the people, it is the people

Engaging with our community – Who has been visiting us? Where have we been?
Visits from people in our community have included Japanese students from Kaiapoi High
School, local school teachers and our friends, the residents from Annaliese Rest home, with
whom we take turn-about for monthly visits 😊.
We have also had many excursions ‘out and about’ in our local community. Some of these
have included walks to - Baker park, Lizzie’s chickens and aviary, local supermarkets, Kaiapoi
Borough School and our local Library.

Upcoming events on our Cultural Celebrations Calendar –
•
•

NZ/Kiwi Winter celebration week – week of 16th July.
Fathers’ Day Morning Tea – Thursday 30th August 9am-10am – notices out soon

Our learning in the Nursery
Remember to keep an eye on the white board in the entrance way to
see photos and information highlighting our learning together ☺

In the infant room active exploration continues to be
popular as the infants challenge themselves physically on
the climbing blocks that we position in various ways. We
have also introduced a ramp and a ladder bridge to
extend the number of ways children can test out how to
move their bodies across, over or under this equipment.
Posting is another huge interest in our room. We have a
number of different set-ups that encourage children to
explore what happens when one thing is put inside
another. A simple posting activity you make at home uses
empty formula tins. Cover the tin in coloured adhesive or
one of your children’s drawings and cut one or two holes
in the lid. You can then provide jar lids, pegs etc for your
child to post through the top into the tin. Children play with
these over and over again as they learn about spatial
concepts, where objects go when they ‘disappear’ from
sight, and task persistence.
In the Toddler room ‘How and where can we hide and fit’
is our current group interest. Extending from puzzles, the
children have been using trial and error to fit themselves,
and various objects around the room into an assortment of
spaces. There has been a fascination with working out
ways to fit everyone into different sized and different
shaped spaces together such as our triangle, tunnels,
boxes and buildings made with our construction blocks.
This requires our tamariki to use a range of skills and
strategies for play with others. Skills such as sharing of
space, turn-taking and negotiating, as well as challenging
their bodies and thinking as they generate and refine
working theories, are all being applied.
Have you seen our resident fantail flying
around? Along with all the other birds in our
outdoor play space, this has been a great
chance to observe and respect nature. Our
children have shown a great interest in the birds
and are captivated by them, so we have made bird
feeders together to ensure they have plenty to eat over
the winter months. We also went on a visit to see the hens
and the aviary birds residing next door. The children have
shown great Kaitiaki skills as they care for their environment
and the living things in it.
Remember we are always willing to chat about your child’s learning.
If drop-off or pick-up times are tricky for you, we are happy to work out
a time that suits. How else could we better highlight learning for you?
Let us know if you have any ideas. - The Nursery Team ☺

Our learning in the Preschool
Remember to keep an eye on the white board in the entranceway
to see photos and information highlighting our learning together☺

At the Preschool an interest in volcanos emerged amongst
the tamariki after the news about Kilauea’s eruption in
Hawaii. We got to work in our sandpit where we saw great
team work and perseverance as tamariki constructed large
‘volcanos’, then used baking soda and vinegar to make
them ‘erupt’. To extend on learning we walked to the local
library to research our hot topic through books. This sparked
many discussions about how volcanos occur, so we
continued to extend this interest by making a paper maché
volcano to experiment further.
There has also been an interest in baking lately, with
tamariki enjoying the mud kitchen and using their dramatic
skills to create ‘meals’ in the sandpit and the family corner,
which was recently stocked with wooden plates and bowls.
Through this tamariki have been learning to represent their
experiences and knowledge from home and the
community through their play. Kaiako have been fostering
their knowledge further by making real food in the kitchen.
We have made soup, bread, biscuits, muffins and scones so
far… I wonder what other delicious recipes tamariki will
request we make!

An interest in ‘Where’s Wally?’ inspired us to have
a ‘Where’s Wally?’ day and it was great to see
everyone arrive at preschool covered in stripes. To
celebrate the day we had a ‘Where’s Wally?’ hunt
and made stripy food.

Remember we are always willing to chat about your child’s learning. If drop-off or pick-up times are
tricky for you, we are happy to work out a time that suits. How else could we better highlight learning
for you? Let us know if you have any ideas. - The Preschool Team ☺

Upcoming public holidays
Labour day WELCOMES & FAREWELLS
At the Nursery we welcome Indy, Ava,
Oscar their families, also welcome back to
Tobi and his family.
At the Preschool we welcome Thomas,
Jake, Tyson, Hudson and Kayden who have
transitioned over from the Nursery.
Farewell and best of luck on your ongoing
learning journey to Blake and Brodie who
have started school recently.

Big congratulations to ….
•
•
•

Michiko, Isaac and George on
the arrival of Hana
Anna, Phil and Jed on the arrival
of Bonnie
Fran, Craig, Jake and Stella on
the arrival of Sam

Show day -

Monday 22nd October
Friday 16th November

All Portobelo centres are closed on public holidays

Toilet time?
We have had many families ask us about
how/when
to
approach
toileting.
Portobelo has a hand-out created by the
team, which is good to read before
having a chat about how to best support
your child to toilet successfully in an early
childhood setting. Please ask if you would
like a copy, and then chat with us at least
two weeks before considering sending
your child in pull-ups (our step before
knickers/undies). This allows us time to
discuss and plan as a team how best to
support your child to make toileting as
successful as possible.

Ū ki te ako, tū tangata ai āpōpō
Excel in teaching so our learners will excel in the future

Nursery team – Jo S, Michelle, Nikki, Martine, Sharon, Kerry, Jenna, Anna and Rebecca.
Preschool Team – Jo S, Jo H, Leslie, Rebecca, Rachel and Scott.

Keeping in touch ☺
•

•
•
•
•

Please text the centre cellphones if your child will be absent. The numbers to use are: Nursery 0273439943
Preschool 0275422272. These phones stay at the centre so you can flick a message through outside our opening
hours and know that we will get it in the morning when we arrive. We have many children waiting for days to
become available, so knowing in advance or as early as possible on the day, is a big help for these families and
for us to plan staffing to meet our legal ratios.
The teams also use our cellphones to text you any non-urgent messages specific to your child eg how they are
settling, more nappies needed, or reminders of events.
If you need to chat with us or pass on an important/urgent message please ring our landlines. If the Preschool
landline goes to answerphone, that means we are busy with the children, so please ring the Nursery landline
instead.
The centre landlines are still the quickest and most reliable way to contact us in a hurry.
Our email address for both buildings is kaiapoiportobelo@xtra.co.nz.

From the Directors
We would like to thank everyone who responded to our 6 monthly
whānau survey. It is important for us to get feedback on how
Portobelo is doing – what we do well, and where we could do
better. It is one of the indicators that forms our ongoing strategic
plans, as well as giving our teams and leaders some guidance as to how they are functioning. We are
always happy if there are lots of responses, because then we know that we are hearing most
people’s opinions, not just a few.
So – for both long term planning, and short term, immediate responses, it is a great way to
communicate thoughts, ideas, questions and any problems. We don’t know what we’re not told!
At Head Office, and at centre level, we analyse the replies, and respond as needed to questions and
suggestions. This time, we heard the message that we could do better with the sessions we offer. So
we have made a change and reinstated 7 hour sessions for the convenience of some families. Please
talk to Jo S, our Centre Leader, if you would like to change your booking, and to Lyn Haines, our
Office Manager, if you have any queries about the fees involved.
Finally, thanks to all our Portobelo community for making Portobelo such a fun place to grow, learn,
play, share, and make friends together.
Kia pai tō rā, have a great day
Lyn and Ian, Directors

A note from Dr Sandy, Portobelo’s Professional Leader…
Warm greetings to all in the depths of the wettest Christchurch winter for
many a year. I hope you are all managing to stay cosy. It’s great to be writing
my column again after several weeks away from Portobelo recovering from a
shoulder injury. This experience has caused me to think more deeply about
one of Portobelo’s key teaching and learning statements – ‘safe risks’ – and
why this matters for our youngest children.
We all, as adults, take our responsibility to keep children safe seriously.
However, it is also a usual part of children’s development to be attracted to
risky play. Indeed, we are all wired in to that natural buzz – the adrenaline rush
we get when we face an obstacle and overcome it. The bigger the struggle, the bigger the thrill of
success.
Risk-taking challenges may come in many different forms. For myself, I can’t look at a tree without
an urge to climb it. For others, the challenge might be entering a roomful of strangers, or public
speaking in front of a large group. Whatever the nature of the challenge and risk, an important step
is assessing what we think we can already do and deciding just how big a challenge we think we can
handle. The accuracy of this self-assessment is an important step in keeping ourselves safe.
Sometimes I will look at the tree and decide not to try – it’s too big for me, the lowest branches are
too far up, or it’s under some power lines. Sometimes I will give it a go, manage only the lowest
limbs, and emerge with scrapes and bruises. This experience forces me to learn to deal with failure,
and encourages me to persist when it’s hard. I learn to handle both the physical and emotional
discomfort - useful when later on in life I injure my shoulder. If I do give it another go, and another,
and another, I will probably get a little bit further up each time, and become more and more
resilient and willing to put up with short-term failure as I pursue success. Sometimes I will surprise
myself and get much further than I ever thought I was capable of – a positive reality check that
boosts my belief in myself. And if I manage to the top, the thrill of the view from up high is its own
reward.
At Portobelo, our teachers understand that risk and challenge is individual to each child. For one
child, it might be leading karakia in front of the whole group, risking perceived humiliation if they get
it wrong. For another, it might be working out how to join a group at play, risking social rejection.
For someone else, it might be balancing on and walking across a suspended plank, risking a bruise or
two and dented pride if they fall off. Whatever the context, teachers watch and listen sensitively so
that they can recognise when a child is taking on a risk, and then support the child in that challenge.
This might mean words of encouragement to give something a go, acknowledging repeated
attempts and pointing out progress, talking about how to overcome problems and barriers,
comforting in failure and helping the child see this as but a short term stop on the way to success,
and celebrating together when the risky challenge is conquered. We also pay attention to our
environments to ensure that there are ongoing opportunities for children to take safe risks. That’s
how we help grow courageous learners who will become resilient in every aspect of their lives.
Do chat with our teachers if you have noticed something challenging for your child that we could
assist with. And remember when your child is drawn to trying something risky, they are actually
learning how to be safe.

